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MODULE 1
TOOLS TO WORK EFFICIENTLY IN EXCEL

The idea of the initial session is to assure that all participants, 
including people who do not routinely work with Excel, become 
familiar with tools to make the analysis more efficient and to 
work comfortably on all of the class exercises. The first session 
will cover:

 Effective Short-cut Keys
 Use of Generic Macro Tool
 Use of Read PDF Tool
 One-way and Two-Way Data Tables
 Efficient Use of Look-up (Match and Index)
 Use of forms for scenarios and sensitivity analysis
 Introduction to macros with goal seek exercise

MODULE 2
MODEL STRUCTURE AND TIMING

The second session begins with introductory comments about 
the skills and general objectives in project finance modeling 
with an emphasis on the difficulty in measuring and valuing risk. 
In this part of the course participants construct a basic project 
finance model without debt

 Defining inputs, mechanics and outputs
 Formatting and documenting inputs
 Structuring alternative inputs and calculations for 

alternative modules
 Setting-up a model with alternative time periods and 

switches
 Importance of using dates and time structure of inputs
 Converting periodic models to annual models
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MODULE 3
COMPLETION OF OPERATING SECTION OF MODEL

The third section of the course works through issues associated 
with completing the operating section of a model including 
timing issues, depreciation, growth and inflation, construction 
analysis and project IRR measurement.

 Alternative methods for presenting time series assumptions
 Modeling inflation rates and growth rates with different 

time periods
 Modeling step-down capacity charges
 Calculation of pre-tax IRR and construction of summary 

page
 Computation of liquidated damages from construction 

delay
 Calculation of contract price from required pre- tax IRR
 Depreciation, capital allowance and fixed asset module
 Verification and auditing for testing balances
 Initial modeling of merchant prices and merchant period

MODULE 4
COMPARISON OF ACTUAL TO FORECAST

The fourth section is an new module that demonstrates 
alternative ways of comparing actual results with results that 
were initially forecast in a financial model. The theory of 
performance measurement and practical issues are addressed

 Problem with measuring actual IRR after the fact
 General presentation and structuring of actual and forecast
 Keeping original forecast separate from actuals
 Use of MATCH and INDEX for effective presentation
 Creating updated forecasts that incorporate actual data 

using alternative techniques
 Presentation of actual and forecast as well as prior forecast 

and new forecast
 Use of economic depreciation to measure actual returns
 Introduction to PowerBI for analyzing data



MODULE 5
ADDITION OF DEBT TO FORECAST

As project finance is a type of debt, the third module addresses 
various theoretical and practical issues related to debt financing 
in general and project debt in particular. Subjects included in 
module three include setting up a debt schedule, debt 
sculpting, flexible debt terms, debt capacity, debt structure and 
credit measures. The debt analysis is scheduled to take an 
entire day

 Philosophy of debt to capital and "skin in the game"
 Philosophy of debt service coverage and "negotiated 

forecast"
 Implications of different debt sizing metrics and constraints
 Interaction of debt sizing, debt repayment, DSRA and other 

factors such as step-down capacity charges
 Debt Schedule and debt capacity mechanics in financial 

model
 Debt capacity from debt service coverage with formulas
 Debt repayment with equal installments or mortgage 

repayments
 Debt Repayment Analysis
 Alternative debt tenor

• Mini-perm and re-financing
• Verification tests for debt balance and debt repayment
• Simulation of step-down pricing
• Debt sizing with step-down pricing
• LCOE measurement with step-down pricing

 Debt Sculpting
• Computing repayments assuming debt sculpting without 

taxes and DSRA
• Circularity problems arising from sculpting and taxes
• Resolution of circularity problems using function
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MODULE 6
MERCHANT PRICES IN FINANCIAL MODELS

The sixth module introduces merchant markets and 
incorporation of merchant prices in financial models. This 
section of the course also introduces tools with respect to 
reading data from the internet and efficiently working with 
databases. The theory of long-term marginal cost and short-
term marginal cost is explained in the context of merchant 
price analysis financial modellng. Issues addressed in this 
section include

 The theory of merchant pricing
 Reading data on merchant prices and workbooks. open
 Using Read PDF to read prices
 Power BI for working with power prices
 Creating a cost curve from variable operating costs
 Using heat rates and fuel costs to evaluate costs
 Understanding margins versus absolute prices in merchant 

evaluation
 Evaluating potential variation in marginal costs and prices
 Using SMALL function to develop supply curve
 Quickly creating demand and supply curves with scatter 

plots

MODULE 7
CREDIT ENHANCEMENTS AND CASH FLOW WATERFALL

Given the merchant model pricing section, the seventh model 
demonstrates how bankers evaluate risk of fluctating cash flow. 
A cash flow waterfall is added to the model and cash sweeps, 
covenants and DSRA accounts are added to the model. Subjects 
covered include:

 Cash Flow Sweep and Cash Trap Covenants
• Incorporation of cash sweep in debt schedule
• Limits on cash sweep using MIN function
• Programming cash trap covenants

 Set-up of cash lock-up account
• Setting up cash flow with positive and negative 

conditions
• Use of sub-totals in modeling cash flow
• Application of MAX and MIN functions to limit cash 

flows
• Modeling sinking fund, sweep and bullet repayment

 Debt Service Reserve Accounts
• Modeling required debt service balances
• Withdrawals from debt service reserve
• Topping-up of debt service reserves



MODULE 8
FINANCIAL RATIOS AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The eighth module completes the project finance model 
through inclusion of a profit and loss statement and 
computation of income taxes. Given the income, a balance 
sheet is computed to verify calculations in the model. Finally, 
the LLCR, PLCR and the average debt life are computed.

 Profit and loss statement and income taxes
• Structuring profit and loss
• Inclusion of depreciation on interest during construction 

and amortization of fees
• Programming net operating loss account

 Calculation of Alternative Financial Ratios
• DSCR with and without tax effect of interest during 

construction and fees
• Calculation and interpretation of PLCR with varying 

interest rates
• Adjustments to compute LLCR
• Alternative calculations of loan life

 Balance Sheet Calculation
• Limited need for balance sheet in analysis
• Concept of computing equity balance and using closing 

balances from other sections of the model
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MODULE 9
FINANCIAL RATIOS AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The ninth module completes the project finance analysis 
through inclusion of valuation section that reflects the changing 
risk of a project over time, the potential upside from re-
financing of a project and risk analysis of the project

 Theory of Project Valuation and Re-financing
• Changes in risk for project finance versus corporate 

finance
• Problems with equity IRR as a measure of value
• Value of project in development phase
• Project life, debt tenor and terminal value

 Re-financing
• Switches for the re-financing period 
• Sources and uses for re-financing 
• Sizing of re-financed debt

 Risk Analysis
• Scenario Analysis 
• Sensitivity Analysis 
• Break-even Analysis
• Other Risk Techniques



Re-financing and Valuation Analysis 

The seventh module completes the project finance analysis 
through inclusion of valuation section that reflects the changing 
risk of a project over time and the potential upside from re-
financing of a project. 

 Theory of Project Valuation and Re-financing 
• Changes in risk for project finance versus corporate 

finance.
• Problems with equity IRR as a measure of value.
• Value of project in development phase.
• Project life, debt tenor and terminal value

 Re-financing 
• Switches for the re-financing period
• Sources and uses for re-financing
• Sizing of re-financed debt
• Sizing of re-financed debt

 Project Valuation
• Changes in cost of capital from risk changes.
• Measurement of IRR with alternative holding periods.
• Sizing of re-financed debt

OPTIONAL EXCEL SESSION

The objective of this session is to assure that all participants, 
including people who do not routinely work with Excel, become 
familiar with the tools in Excel and work comfortably on the 
class exercises. The optional Excel session will cover short-cut 
keys, effective presentations, use of forms, one-way and two-
way data tables, and look-up functions for scenario analysis.
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IRELAND 
DUBLIN  

SPAIN
BARCELONA

ITALY
ROME - MILAN - FLORENCE
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